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▶ Planning, setup and analysis can be very time consuming

▶ Lower accuracy compared to screen based eye tracking

▶ Caution: eye-tracking data are sensitive data!11

Fixation: State when the
eye remains still over a
stimulus.6 (100 - 600 ms4)

Fig. 1 Types of eye-movements

Saccade: Rapid shift
between two fixations.6
(30 - 80 ms3)

▶ Stimuli design & presentation
● Consider colour, contrast & luminance6

● 1.2 cm between Points of Interest and 3.4 cm between objects recommended12

▶ Clean glasses and check if they are intact

▶ Manually calibrate and validate before each measurement

▶ Distance to the stimulus can vary

▶ Possibility of using corrective lenses in case of visual impairment (ranging from +3 to -5 dioptres)13

▶ Avoid any distractions and prompt the participant to focus on the task to avoid unrelated eye- or head-movement

▶ Triangulate with different data (e.g., verbal reports) to gain insights into cognitive processes1

▶ Real-world scenarios
(e.g., classroom settings,
laboratory experiments)7

▶ Investigations involving the
interaction of participants
(e.g., joint attention in
collaborative settings)8, 9

▶ Active construction processes
(e.g., drawing)10

▶ 3D stimuli
(e.g., chemical models)

▶ Quantitative method for recording a participant's eye- movements as they observe a visual stimulus1

▶ Based on two assumptions:
● Immediacy assumption: cognitive processing starts immediately with the visual perception2

● Eye-mind assumption: as long as a stimulus is focused, it is cognitively processed2

Prerequisite: prompt must direct overt and covert attention to the same stimulus3, 4

▶ Offers insights into underlying cognitive processes1

▶ Three different scales of measurement5: temporal, count, spatial
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Fig. 2 Possible fields of application: lab work, models, drawings

Fig. 4 Setup for drawings

Fig. 3 From recording to data

Recording with mobile eye-tracker

▶ Automatic snapshot data
mapping (snapshot must
correspond to the recording
frame!) vs. manual mapping

▶ Double check snapshot
data mapping!

▶ Set Areas of Interest (AOI)
or Times of Interest (TOI) to
determine particular events

▶ Fixation-based metrics are
recommended due to low
sampling rate (max. 100 Hz)

▶ Calibrate & validate the glasses repeatedly during long
measurements

▶ Use head straps & suitable nose pads for a tight fit of the glasses
(check repeatedly!)

▶ Pilot your study! (Test the setup, task design, and data analysis)

▶ Use an angled drawing table for accurate results of drawing activities
(caution: otherwise gaze points will be cut off!)

▶ Use a power bank instead of batteries for longer measurements

▶ Correct the position of the AOI in case of off-sets

▶ Consider manufacturer information for cleaning and disinfection


